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Metrics drive behavior and are prime enablers to
channel organizational resources and energy to
accomplish the goals and objectives. While the
most successful organizations have honed in on
key metrics that drive and demonstrate results, per
our benchmarking research, most organizations
have not been as successful. Designing the
metrics’ strategy is truly a leadership responsibility.
This intense one-day leader session will enable
leaders to develop a customized metrics structure
that will motivate all employees to accomplish
organizations mission and vision and at the same
time avoid the common pitfalls.

Key Topics

Learning Objectives






Fundamental metrics
Strategic metrics
Analytical metrics
Balanced metrics structure

Who should attend?
Corporate Executives
Plant Managers & Business Unit Leaders
Continuous Improvement Directors
Program Mgt. Directors (PMPs earn 8 PDUs)
Product Engineering Directors

Date

Location



Metrics related pitfalls to avoid

Nov. 15, 2018

Austin, TX



Structuring metrics into three categories

April 5, 2019

Houston, TX



Balancing metrics for sustained accomplishment of
organizational strategy



How metrics enable channeling all resources to
accomplish the organizational strategy



Developing a balanced metrics structure

8:00 a.m. – 5:00 p.m.

Registration ends 14 calendar days prior to start

Enrollment Fees
$795 OpEx Solutions' Clients
$845 AME/IIE/PMI Members

$895 Non-members

Instructors
Martin Nazareth, President — OpEx Solutions
Martin Nazareth has led strategic deployment of operational excellence at over 100 plants globally across
several industries in Lean, TPM, FMEA/PCP and Error Proofing. He held senior level positions at Alcoa,
Delphi and EDS, served as a board member of AME’s SW Region and is a director of IIE’s Lean Division and
Industry Advisory Board. He has two masters’ in IE and a bachelor’s in mechanical engineering. He is a
certified Project Management Professional (PMP) and a Six Sigma Green Belt and serves on the board of
AME’s Southwest Region and is a Director of IIE’s Lean Division.
Rich Deegan, Principal Consultant — OpEx Solutions
Rich Deegan has over 25 years’ experience leading & improving global supply chains including in the areas of
specialty chemicals, fluoropolymer coatings, and films. Rich led the Lean Six Sigma practice within DuPont’s Supply
Chain Center of Excellence translating supply strategy into actions to improve competitive supply, landed cost, flow
of materials, cash, and capacity.
Rich is active in APICS, the international supply chain organization and is a qualified APICS instructor and a Lean
Six Sigma Master Black Belt. He has a BSEE from the University of Notre Dame.
Cancellation Policy: Enrollment fee less $100.00 non refundable registration charge will be refunded up to one week before the event. Substitutions
may be made any time prior to the start of the workshop. This event may be cancelled by OpEx Solutions for any reason (probability very low), OpEx
Solutions will refund the enrollment fee, however, is not responsible for incidental costs incurred by registrants.
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